
Hansel and Gretel  
Character Description 

visit twinkl.com

Hansel
Name:  

happy friendly shy greedy old

mean clever caring scary pretty

wicked sad honest kind polite

grumpy gentle angry worried strong

quick small funny brave cute

tall small quiet sleepy rude

lazy upset short jolly lonely

beautiful miserable cross evil

Can you write some sentences about this character?
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Gretel
Name:  

happy friendly shy greedy old

mean clever caring scary pretty

wicked sad honest kind polite

grumpy gentle angry worried strong

quick small funny brave cute

tall small quiet sleepy rude

lazy upset short jolly lonely

beautiful miserable cross evil

Can you write some sentences about this character?
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Father
Name:  

happy friendly shy greedy old

mean clever caring scary pretty

wicked sad honest kind polite

grumpy gentle angry worried strong

quick small funny brave cute

tall small quiet sleepy rude

lazy upset short jolly lonely

beautiful miserable cross evil

Can you write some sentences about this character?
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Stepmother
Name:  

happy friendly shy greedy old

mean clever caring scary pretty

wicked sad honest kind polite

grumpy gentle angry worried strong

quick small funny brave cute

tall small quiet sleepy rude

lazy upset short jolly lonely

beautiful miserable cross evil

Can you write some sentences about this character?
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Witch
Name:  

happy friendly shy greedy old

mean clever caring scary pretty

wicked sad honest kind polite

grumpy gentle angry worried strong

quick small funny brave cute

tall small quiet sleepy rude

lazy upset short jolly lonely

beautiful miserable cross evil

Can you write some sentences about this character?
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